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APPENDIX VII

ON DUNNABRIDGE POUND AND 
CROCKERN TOR

DUNNABRIDGE POUND is not isolated from cultivated land, and as 
early as the year 1305 there is an entry in the Minister’s accounts of new 
rent for 96 acres of land at “Donebrugge, in the waste of the King”. While an 

extent of the Prince’s Manors, made March 1345, gives William Dunnybrigge 
as one of the Dartmoor tenants.

The Pound may be said to be as old as the Forest, perhaps older, but its first 
mention appears to be in 1342, when the Bailiff takes credit for 3d. expended 
on a new lock for the gate; later, in 1660, the Reeve of the Manor of Lydford
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laid out 3s. 4d. for repairing the Pound walls, gate and stocks at Dunnabridge. 
In 1627, in the course of a suit respecting tithes on Dartmoor, Robert Hanna
ford, of Widdicombe, deposes that the tenants of the Ancient Tenements “have 
been accustomed time out of mind to make three several drifts yearly for cattle 
and one for horses depasturing upon the Forest to Dynabridge Pound, and are 
to attend there two or three days and nights for the watering and depasturing 
of the said cattle near the said Pound, and to drive such as are not owned to 
Lydford for estrays, and every of the said tenants is to have upon bringing of 
the said cattle and horses to Dynabridge Pound a halfpenny loaf, and that such 
as do make default of such service do forfeit 6s. 8d.”

In 1625, in a bill in the Exchequer, filed by Sir Thomas Reynell, it is stated 
that it has been customary to make four drifts for cattle in the Forest of Dart
moor, in four several parts of the Forest, at any time after 23 rd June and before 
6th August. The cattle are to be driven to a Pound called Donnabridge Pound 
if they are found in the east, west, and south quarters of the Forest, and if found 
in the north quarter of the Forest, to a Pound called Crebar Pound. If cattle are 
not claimed within three days they are driven to the Castle of Lydford, and 
remain as goods estrayed until the 16th August, and if not claimed within eight 
days from that, are forfeited.

At the Manor Court of Lydford East, in 1586, the jury presented that the 
Pondefald de Dunnabridge and the Pondefald Castr de Lidford and the Castr 
de Lydford were out of repair to the extent of twenty pounds value.

There is a mention of Erme Pound in the Court Rolls of 1532-3, but only 
as identifying the position of certain land lying near by. There is no known 
entry having reference to Halstock Pound in the Minister’s accounts.

Erme Pound is in plan an irregular ellipse, with a major axis of approxi
mately 340 ft and a minor axis of 200 ft; its area is about 1.23 acres. There are a 
number of hut-circles within the Pound and it may well be an early Bronze 
Age structure, restored and adapted. There are no houses near the Pound, except 
the ruins of a small building which has a stone seat carried completely round its 
walls on the inside. This may have been a shelter for those attending the drift.

Dunnabridge Pound is also an irregular oval, but with much less divergence 
in its diameters, which are 375 ft and 340 ft respectively (approximately). Its 
area is about 2.3 acres. There are no hut-circles. It has been suggested that this 
also is founded on a prehistoric enclosure, but this is by no means certain; there 
are other similar Pounds in the neighbourhood, which are also without hut
circles, and all may well be early intakes of the historic period. For long years 
there have been farms in the immediate neighbourhood of Dunnabridge, and 
the need for shelter can never have been so marked as at Erme Pound. Accord
ingly the only protection from the weather is that afforded by a hooded seat 
immediately within the gate; as to which, more later.

Creber Pound, in Gidleigh Parish, is merely a space left between the en
closures of the farms which lie next the open moor; the roads to the moor, and 
the roads to the in-country, being alike closed by gates; there is left an irregular 
enclosure which has been brought into use as a drift pound.

Halstock Pound is but a small matter, a quadrilateral measuring about 90 ft 
by 60 ft; once situated on the border of the open common, but, as it now 
stands, taken out of enclosed lands. Its antiquity may well be doubted.

As to the Pound at Lydford Castle, that never appears to have had status as a
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drift pound. It was, however, the Manor Pound in the strictest sense of the 
word, to which the others were subservient.

The Chair at Dunnabridge (Pl. 92) lies immediately to the west of the en
trance to the Pound; it is constructed in the thickness of the wall, and consists of 
a low stone bench; at the back is a single slab, and above the slab a little walling, 
to make good to the hood, which consists of a large flat stone of granite. This is 
supported by two slab-like posts, one at either end. The whole is such a rudely 
formed seat and shelter as might well be provided for the bailiff, or other officer 
of the Forest, who presided at the claiming of the cattle and colts. It is no ruder 
than many a moorland structure, and the covering slab is quite in accord with 
Dartmoor usage. Such slabs may be found over porches, as at Old Yardworthy, 
and a barn at Sherril; over shutes and water troughs, as at Old Belliver and 
Dunnabridge Farms, and even over shelters for bee-butts, as at Brownberry, 
hard by the Pound.

But Bray (1831) has “not the slightest doubt of the high antiquity of this 
massive Chair. ... I am fully convinced that it was originally designed for . . . 
no less perhaps than an Arch-Druid, or the President of some Court of Judi
cature.” “Had I any doubt before that the Pound was erected on the base of an 
ancient British, or rather Celtic circle, I could not entertain it now.”

Others have seen in it the ‘Judge’s Chair’, brought from the meeting place 
of the Stannary Parliament on Crocken Tor; and yet others, notably Crossing, 
have identified it as a dolmen, or cromlech. Miss Dinah Tuckett, the pound
keeper, is convinced that the actual seat is the Judge’s Chair from Crockern, and 
the hood-stone the old table around which the stannators gathered, while a 
stone on the ground at the east end is one of the legs of the table, the other leg 
having been broken and lost.

In fact nothing could be less likely to be identified as a dolmen at the instance 
of a trained archaeologist; and if the hood were once the stannary table, then 
the congestion around it must have seriously inconvenienced the four times 
twenty-four jurates which attended from the stannaries of Chagford, Tavistock, 
Ashburton and Plympton.

But there remains one suggestion that has not heretofore been made; it in
volves a sad fall from the seat of the Judges to the penitential stool of the unruly. 
Crossing notes that quite near the chair are the remains of a stone with several 
circular holes, the stone broken across the holes. This means that on the edge of 
the stone are several semicircular notches. Provide a falling bar in wood, with 
corresponding notches, place the whole in front of the chair, and you have all 
the essentials of stocks; and we know that there were stocks at Dunnabridge. 
Now although Crossing regarded this as a purely humorous suggestion, it may 
be the truth.

* * *

Near Dunnabridge Pound are the ruins of Brownberry Farm, where there 
survives an old shelter for bee-butts, used within living memory. Here again a 
flat granite slab was the roof, the slab measuring 5 ft 6 in. by 3 ft and 4 in. in 
thickness. The chamber for the hives is 4 ft 4 in. long by 2 ft 6 in. deep, and 
1 ft 9 in. high. A wooden door, hinged at the bottom, formerly existed, and 
when this was lifted and secured it sheltered the hives completely.

At Dunnabridge Farm, within the entrance to the courtyard of the old farm, 
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are a shute and a trough. Here again is a structure roofed with a granite slab, the 
dimensions of which are 6 ft 4 in. by 7 ft 9 in. by 5 in. to 7 in. thick. Bray 
identifies this slab as the Stannary Table brought from Crockern Tor. Miss 
Dinah Tuckett repudiates the suggestion, and says that it was erected by mem
bers of her family when the Tucketts occupied Dunnabridge. She says that she 
has good reason to know “as there were seventeen to family”.

It has been said that Judge Buller brought the stannary table from Crockern 
and erected it either at Dunnabridge Pound or Farm, but this can hardly be 
true since the Pound has always been in Duchy hands, and Buller never had any 
interest in Dunnabridge Farm. Burt, in his notes to Carrington’s Dartmoor, 
rejects this allegation as a calumny on yet other evidence.

Bray gathered the information that the shelter over the shute was erected in 
1751, or thereabouts (eighty years before 1831). He gives a drawing showing the 
slab supported over the trough and shute by three rude stone walls. Now al
though there was a Tuckett the tenant of Dunnabridge in 1831, the family had 
not been there eighty years. Yet Miss Tuckett may be right in that her family 
erected the stone, but on new walls built in masonry, the old dry walling having 
probably failed. As to its being the Stannary Table, Bray is satisfied, although 
his informant denied the fact and gave good grounds for the denial. Yet he was 
elsewhere informed that Mr. Leaman (?), who owned Dunnabridge Farm, had 
drawn the stone from Crockern, and that it took twelve yoke of oxen to draw 
it. This seems improbable since it would weigh less than two tons.

On Crockern Tor, where the Stannary Parliament used to meet, there was 
said to be “a table and seats of moorstone, hewn out of the rocks”. Risdon first 
made this statement in 1630 (?). Polwhele, in 1793, adds details: “On this Torr, 
not long since, was a warden’s or president’s chair, seats for the Jurors, a high 
corner stone for the cryer of the court, and a table, all rudely hewn out of the 
rough moorstone of the Torr, together with a cavern, which for the con
venience of our modern courts, was used in these later days as a repository for 
wine.”

It will be noted that Polwhele adopts Risdon’s phrase “hewn out”, which 
certainly does not suggest such an object as a thin slab set upon legs in imitation 
of a domestic table. Polwhele speaks of the rocky furniture in the past tense, 
while John Laskey, writing in 1796, probably strikes the truth in saying: “We 
now proceeded to investigate the Torr and searched for the table, seats, etc., 
said to have been used in the Stannary Parliaments held here, but we could not 
discover them, and we were led to imagine the rocks and detached smaller 
masses were used for that purpose; and for this, in the rude age of simplicity, 
the Torr seems well adapted, consisting, not like most of the other Torrs we 
visited, of high and steep piles of rocks, but of a great number of separate ones 
scattered on the ground to a considerable extent, some in single masses, others 
double and triple in such manner as may tolerably well serve for tables and 
seats, and be fancied as such by a fertile imagination; as to anything regular or 
artificial, there did not appear to us the smallest trace.”

In 1802, Bray visited Crockern Tor, and he, having fertile imagination, saw 
in the scattered masses of rock some semblance of arrangement, but his descrip
tion is honest, and need not mislead our generation. One rock he figured, and 
that still stands (Pl. 93a) . He says that he does not know whether it was shaped by 
Nature or by Art. In 1831 he again visited the Tor, this time in the company of
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Hannaford, his tenant at Beardown, who identified the particular rock as the 
Judge’s Chair. On this occasion Bray concluded that the ‘Chair’ was little, if 
at all, assisted Art. He says that it was also known by the name of the ‘Parlia
ment Rock’.

Certainly the Tor has been visited in search of stone from time to time up to 
recent years, but it would appear that little had been lost, the eye of imagination 
can still discover as much or as little as Bray ever saw. It is, perhaps, fortunate 
that it was not until long after Bray’s time that a workman found, under a flat 
stone upon the hillside, a most excellent ground stone hammer, or Polwhele’s 
cave for cellarage of wine might have been given as companion a cupboard for 
the safe keeping of the Warden of the Stannaries’ gavel.
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Plate 93

A. ‘Parliament Rock’, Crockern Tor.


